
 

 

State YMCA of Maine 
         YOUTH AND GOVERNMENT 
BILL #  LD 2022-112  
Bill Sponsor:  Governor Sage Santomenna  
Bill Co-sponsor: Aryan Baway Marlow Dinsmore, Nate Wayne 
School / Club / YMCA: Maine School of Science and Mathematics     
Endorsed By: Daniel Melega      
Referred to the committee on: Agriculture and Natural Resources 
 

An Act Relating To:  
Restoring Maine’s Dark Skies 

 
Be it enacted by the State YMCA of Maine’s 2022 Youth and Government Program as follows: 
1. SECTION I: Definition of Dark Sky Maine: a Maine nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving  
2. Maine’s dark skies. 
3. Definition of IDA: The International Dark-Sky Association, or IDA, is a global nonprofit dedicated to  
4. combatting skyglow. 
5. SECTION II: The Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) will be responsible for the  
6. oversight of the following programs, known jointly as the Maine Dark Sky Initiative. The DEP will  
7. maintain a standing committee of five members, two of which will be representatives of Dark Sky Maine,  
8. for such purposes. 
9. SECTION III: All state-owned, municipal, or public-school-owned streetlights must be equipped with  
10. opaque shades that direct light downwards, preventing emission outwards and upwards. Owners of said  
11. streetlights will, at their own expense, install these shades before January 1st, 2023. 
12. SECTION IV: The DEP will be allocated an additional $10 million for the 2022-2023 fiscal year to  
13. facilitate and partially fund the replacement of all external lighting on State- or municipality-owned  
14. buildings with IDA Dark-Sky Approved lighting fixtures. All non-IDA-approved lighting fixtures must be  
15. replaced by January 1st, 2024. 
16. SECTION V: The DEP will be allocated an additional $100,000 annually and will be responsible for  
17. ensuring that all municipalities are fully enforcing any local zoning ordinances that relate to lighting. 

 
STATEMENT OF FACT: 

Maine is classified as a 2 on the Bortle scale, where 1 represents the darkest skies and 9 the brightest. Frighteningly, light 
pollution in Maine has increased by 39% in the last decade.  

JUSTIFICATION: 
Maine is uniquely blessed with dark skies that allow us to appreciate the natural beauty of the galaxy. Tragically, our dark 

skies are rapidly being tainted by light from nearby residential buildings, businesses, and street lights. We, as a state, 
should fight to preserve humanity’s shared heritage and allow Maine to continue to be a destination for hikers and 

photographers seeking dark skies. 
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

$10 million for one-time light replacement, with an additional $100,000 being allocated to the DEP annually.  
SOURCES 

https://www.lightpollutionmap.info/ 
https://www.darksky.org/our-work/lighting/lighting-for-industry/fsa/fsa-products/ 

BILL SUMMARY 
Implementation of various programs to protect Maine’s dark skies. 

-- 
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         YOUTH AND GOVERNMENT 
BILL #   LD 2022-209   
Bill Sponsor:  Hugo Smith  
Bill Co-sponsor: Giacomo Smith                                                        
School / Club / YMCA: Erskine Academy        
Endorsed By: Mrs. Kelly Clark 
Referred to the committee on: Education  
  

An Act Relating To:    
The Creation of Latin Language Courses in Maine 

 
Be it enacted by the State YMCA of Maine’s 2022 Youth and Government Program as follows: 
1. SECTION 1 : Monetary fund definition: a reserve of money set aside for some purpose. 
2. SECTION 2 : The creation of a Latin Monetary Fund, funded by the collection of a 1% tax on newspapers  
3. and magazines (which are not covered by the current Maine sales tax) sold within the state of Maine,  
4. directed by the Education Committee towards funding the creation of optional classes within highschool  
5. teaching Latin and classical Latin literature. 
6. SECTION 3 : The drafting of a letter to all Highschool level school districts requesting an evaluation of the  
7. desire for a Latin course in their district and subsequent needs for the course to be created.  
8. SECTION 4 : After a district has found sufficient desire upon faculty and students for a Latin course the  
9. State will open the Monetary fund for an amount decided by the Education Committee based on the  
10. monetary request.   
11. SECTION 5 : Any School which makes and requests and subsequently collects money from the monetary  
12. fund would be obligated to create a three-trimester Latin Language course covering the speaking and  
13. reading of Latin through the use of supplemental textbooks and available Latin literature within a year of  
14. funds being bestowed. Failure to meet this requirement will result in the withholding of the requested funds  
15. as well as a $5k fine taken from the school to be added to the Latin Monetary Fund.  
 

STATEMENT OF FACT: 
Latin was originally a dialect spoken in the lower Tiber area around present-day Rome and through Governance became the dominant 

language in the realms of the Roman Empire. Even after the fall of Western Rome, Latin was the lingua franca of international 
communication, science, scholarship and academia in Europe until well into the 18th century until its decline in teaching. 

  
JUSTIFICATION: 

The massive decline in available Latin and Latin literature courses in the United States have declined in the public school system to 
nothing, leaving those without access to higher private schools without the ability to study the language and literature. Likewise this 

bill is meant to give students an opportunity to study ancient Roman society in a dedicated course. 
  

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATION: 
With the inclusion of tax on Newspapers and Magazines the price is negligible to the State.  

REFERENCES: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin 

https://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2012/2012.03.19/ 
 BILL SUMMARY 

The bill aims to create a monetary fund and system for the purpose of encouraging the study of Latin and its literature in Maine 
schools while providing a negligible price to the state.  
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BILL #   LD2022--301 
Bill Sponsor:  Nickie Deschaine  
Bill Co-sponsor: Gracie Bailey, Delaney McKeen, Malachai Couture, Ryder Brewer                    
School / Club / YMCA: Central Aroostook High School      
Endorsed By: Ms. Jerusha Benn      
Referred to the committee on: Education and Health and Human Services     

 
An Act Relating to: 

Increasing Mental Health Services in Maine High Schools 
 

Be it enacted by the State of YMCA of Maine’s 2022 Youth and Government Program as follows:  
1. Section 1: All Maine high schools will have free access to mental health rooms within their school system. 
2. Section 2: Maine students will be provided with free access to a classroom where they will check-in to take  
3. 10 minutes for themselves. 
4. Section 3: Definition of Mental Health: “A person’s condition with regard to their psychological and  
5. emotional well-being.”  Mental health includes psychological, emotional, and social well-being.  
6. Section 4: Definition of SEL: “Social and Emotional Learning”. 
7. Section 5: The classrooms will be implemented in January of 2023. 
 

Statement of Fact: 
Millions of people in the U.S. are affected by mental illness each year. It’s important to measure how common mental illness 

is, so we can understand its physical, social and financial impact — and so we can show that no one is alone. Our healthcare system 
has yet to take action in regards to high school students. Due to COVID, the percentage of mental health emergency department visits 
has increased by 31% in children. Nationally, only 50% of students facing a mental health problem will graduate from high school. In 

Maine, 90% of the 400 school-based mental health professionals reported a drastic increase in both anxiety and depression among 
their students.  

 

Justification:  
In the state of Maine, there are currently no mental health rooms in school systems. There is nowhere for students feeling 

overwhelmed or stressed out to take a moment to gather their thoughts within high school systems. During times of COVID, students' 
mental health is drastically decreasing. Schools across Utah have implemented mental health rooms as a part of their SEL curriculum 

after five students took their lives in 2019. The wellness rooms are dimly lit, play soothing music, and provide comfortable chairs. 
Mental health professionals within the school have noticed upwards of a 15% mental health increase since the implementation of the 

classrooms.  

Financial Consideration: 
The state of Maine will provide $100 per 100 kids in the school system to be used towards making the classroom 

comfortable. 
 

References:  
https://www.pressherald.com/2021/12/10/pandemic-fuels-rising-reports-of-anxiety-depression- 

mong-maine-students 
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/servicesandsupport/caring-for-someone-with-mental-illness.  

https://www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers. 
https://www.stgeorgeutah.com/news/archive/2021/12/05/stt-school-wellness-rooms-provide-reli 

f-amid-youth-mental-health-crisis/ 
        Bill Summary:  

The state of Maine will ensure that mental health rooms will be implemented in Maine High Schools. 
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BILL #   LD 2022--  413 
Bill Sponsor: Nate Wayne 
Bill Co-sponsor:                                                  
School / Club / YMCA: Brunswick High School  
Endorsed By: Ana Wiley    
Referred to the committee on: State and Local Government 
  

An Act Relating To:   
Creating the Maine Office of the Public Defender  

 
Be it enacted by the State YMCA of Maine’s 2022 Youth and Government Program as follows: 
1. SECTION 1 : The Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services (MCILS) is hereby dissolved.  
2. SECTION 2 : The Maine Office of the Public Defender (MOPD) will be established and begin operations  
3. within one year of the passage of this bill’s passage. The Maine Office of the Public Defender will be a  
4. division of the Office of the Attorney General, and will operate with the same legal duties and rights as all  
5. other divisions. 
6. SECTION 3 : The Maine Office of the Public Defender will assign counsel to those deemed indigent and  
7. partially indigent, as determined by the Maine Office of the Public Defender itself. The MOPD will consist  
8. of: 
9.           An Executive Board, consisting of 9 members, which will meet to appoint members of the Financial  
10.           Determination Committee, appoint members of the Public Defender Pool, determine the number of  
11.           members of the FDC, determine the number of defenders needed to effectively administer  
12.           counsel, review work and actions done by counsel employed by the MOPD, investigate and report on  
13.           misconduct and  corruption in the MOPD, and elect the Executive Director. Members of the  
14.           Executive Board will be appointed by the Attorney General and confirmed by the Maine State Senate.  
15.           Members will serve  An Executive Director, tasked with overseeing the operations of the MOPD and  
16.           ensuring it effectively and efficiently pursues its goal of providing counsel under the guide of the 6th  
17.           amendment and relevant case law.  
18.           The Executive Director will be elected from amongst the members of the Executive Board, while  
19.           continuing to serve on the board itself as Chair of the Board in addition to performing their duties as  
20.           Executive Director. The Executive Director will serve for a 3-year term (besides death or resignation)  
21.           before a new one is elected. One may only serve for 3 terms, or for a total of 9 years, as Executive  
22.           Director. 
23.           A Financial Determination Committee (FDC), tasked with determining whether an individual is  
24.           deeme“indigent” or “partially indigent” and thus able to receive support and/or counsel from the  
25.           MOPD. Serving on this committee will be a full-time job, and all committee remembers will hold a  
26.           degree in law, economics, and/or finance/accounting. Members will be appointed by the Executive  
27.           Board, and serve until resignation or removal by the Board.  
28.           The Public Defender Pool, a group of counsel to be assigned to cases and provide excellent legal  
29.           counsel to the defendants. Counsel will be appointed to the pool by the Executive Board. 
30. SECTION 4 : Members of the Executive Board, the Executive Director, members of the Financial  
31. Determination Committee, and members of the Public Defender Pool will be of utmost professional, legal,  
32. and ethical standing. Any of these individuals may be removed from office by the Legislature, as well as  
33. through the standard means of removal/termination. 
34. SECTION 5 : Individuals wishing to apply for counsel will first apply with a demonstration of indigency to  



 

 

35. the Financial Determination Committee. If the FDC determines the individual is indigent, the staff of the  
36. MOPD will match the individual with appropriate counsel, based on counsel’s specialty and previous  
37. experience with certain situations and cases, to maximize counsel’s ability to effectively defend the  
38. individual. Counsel will provide “horizontal” legal services, meaning that each lawyer will stay assigned to  
39. an individual/case until it has reached its conclusion, unless they receive specific permission from the  
40. Executive Director.  
41. SECTION 6 : MOPD counsel will only be granted for individuals appearing in a criminal case in any level  
42. of Maine state courts, but any individual appearing in federal court will be referred to Federal Defender  
43. Services for counsel. 
44. SECTION 7 : To prevent financial, administrative, and moral/ethical misconduct, the Executive Board will  
45. issue an annual report on efficiency, conduct, and operations of all organs of the MOPD, and will be  
46. empowered to sanction, punish, and/or terminate any individuals involved in misconduct.  
47. SECTION 8 : Any defendant still undergoing the MOPD application process for counsel may not be have  
48. any communication with prosecutorial officials until a) a lawyer has been assigned by the MOPD, b) they  
49. are deemed not indigent, or c) they have been informed of their right to counsel and all other guaranteed  
50. rights they are required by law to be aware of AND they have waived their right to counsel. 
51. SECTION 9 :  The MOPD must maintain a staff with enough qualified lawyers to provide counsel to all  
52. those who require it in any case across the state. The number of lawyers will ensure that no individual has  
53. too many cases or tasks at once, resulting in quality counsel given to all defendants. Counsel will be paid  
54. fair wages comparable to those earned in the private sector. The Executive Board will strive to hire well- 
55. qualified, efficient, and effective individuals in good standing to ensure adequate counsel. All counsel will  
56. be required to attend at least biannual training programs to improve their ability to perform their duties.  
57. SECTION 10 : The Executive Board will cooperate with the University of Maine School of Law and  
58. private firms with employees currently participating in the now-defunct MCILS to hire qualified lawyers  
59. with experience in defending indigent individuals as well as recent UMSL graduates looking for a job.  

 
STATEMENT OF FACT: 

Maine is the only state in the union that has no state-level public defender office. A report commissioned by the Maine State 
Legislature found serious issues with the MCILS, including unqualified counsel, defendants being unaware of their rights, financial 
improprieties, and a disgracefully understaffed, underpaid, and overworked staff of counsel. In 2021, there was a backlog of 26,000 

MCILS-assisted cases, with some lawyers handling over 100 cases at a time. Administrative, financial, and legal misconduct is 
rampant, resulting in altogether ineffectual and corrupt government office. 

 
JUSTIFICATION: 

To correct the massive problems with the current system and bring Maine up to the current national standard, it only makes sense to 
create a public defender for the state. It is our moral and legal imperative under the 6th Amendment and the landmark case Gideon v. 
Wainwright to provide legal counsel to the indigent, and the current system is not up to the standard. We need to overhaul the system, 

and now is the time. 
  

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATION: 
The funds appropriated to the MCILS will be repurposed for the MOPD, resulting in a neutral financial cost for the state. 

 
REFERENCES: 

https://bangordailynews.com/2020/10/06/news/with-no-public-defender-system-maines-poor-are-often-represented-by-private-
attorneys-with-criminal-backgrounds/ 

https://www.wmtw.com/article/maine-legislature-weighs-changes-to-criminal-defense-system-for-the-poor/35996365# 
https://www.propublica.org/article/amid-calls-for-reform-maines-criminal-defense-system-reaches-a-breaking-point 

https://sixthamendment.org/6AC/6AC_me_report_2019.pdf 
https://hls.harvard.edu/content/uploads/2008/07/2012pdguide.pdf 

https://www.justia.com/criminal/working-with-a-criminal-lawyer/public-defenders/ 
 

 BILL SUMMARY 
Creates a public defender service for the state of Maine, and minor reforms of the criminal justice system. 
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An Act Relating To:    
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations at Public Schools  

 
Be it enacted by the State YMCA of Maine’s 2022 Youth and Government Program as follows: 
1. SECTION 1 : Definition of Electric Vehicle Charging Station - An electric vehicle charging station is  
2. equipment that connects an electric vehicle to a source of electricity to recharge electric cars, neighborhood  
3. electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. 
4. SECTION 2: Charging stations of Level 3 are the fastest and most recommended for public spaces.  
5. SECTION 3: Definition of public school - a school supported by public funds 
6. SECTION 4: By January 1, 2023, every public school in the State of Maine will be required to have at least  
7. one 3 electric vehicle charging station for public use funded by the State Government.  
  

STATEMENT OF FACT: 
Electric Vehicles are starting to become more and more common throughout the world and in our state and are much safer 
and better for our deteriorating environment than normal vehicles. In the State of Maine, transportation is responsible for 

54% of greenhouse gas emissions.  
  

JUSTIFICATION: 
By requiring schools to have public electric vehicle charging stations, we are encouraging the use and purchase of electric 

vehicles in our state and helping to save the environment as a result.  
  

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATION: 
There are approximately 617 public schools in the state of Maine, and the most expensive Level 3 charging stations cost 

around $35,000 dollars. Therefore, the maximum cost would be roughly $21,595,000.  
  

REFERENCES: 
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/electric-vehicle-charging-station 

http://climatecouncil.maine.gov/strategies/transportation#:~:text=About%20Transportation,from%2044%20percent%20in
%201990 

https://ballotpedia.org/Public_education_in_Maine 
https://climatebiz.com/cost-of-an-ev-charging-station/ 

 

BILL SUMMARY 
Every public school in the state of Maine will be required to provide a government funded Level 3 Electric Vehicle 

Charging Station to encourage the use of electric vehicles in our state for the betterment of the environment.  
  

 
 



 

 

 

 
 


